Essential Protection

A&A Packaging are committed to being the natural
choice for a single source of packaging products
- based on the highest levels of service, quality
and competitiveness.
Established in 1985, we have provided the industry with a dependable source of high
quality and innovative packaging products for 30 years.

Why use A&A
Packaging?

We offer:
 Next day delivery

A&A Packaging strives to aid the busy buyer with
an efficient and personal service, providing product
advice, specialist product sourcing, and problem
solving to make your life easier.
A&A are also the cost effective solution to all
packaging needs with consistent quality products
and performance, whilst still maintaining the
competitive edge.
At A&A Packaging, our aim is to maintain and build
upon great customer relations to provide a mutually
enjoyable purchasing experience, and this is why
we have worked with many of our customers for
decades!
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 Low minimum order value
 Competitive pricing
 Extensive stock holding of up to 2100 products
 Guaranteed product quality
 Large range of approved branded packaging
 Dedicated and relible after sales service
 Experienced in-house custom packaging team
 Member of the largest packaging group
in the UK
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* Place orders before 3:00pm for
a guaranteed next working day
delivery.
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* Orders over £35 (excl VAT)
will be on FREE Delivery.
(Any orders under £35 will be
subject to a delivery charge
of £7.50)

FREE

RECEIVE A TASTY FREE GIFT:
With all orders over £100…
and a ‘special gift’ with orders in
9
excess £300 / £500 / £1500.
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Deliveries are between: 8:00am - 4:30pm unless other arrangements have been made.
* Orders Placed outside our delivery area will be subject to carrier charges and can be delivered via: 24 or 48 hour Parcel Service (up to 30kg)
24 or 48 hour Pallet service
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What can we help
you with?
“With a combined experience
of over 70 years in custom
packaging we can offer a solution
to every requirement.”

CARTONS
POSTAL PACKAGING
EDGE PROTECTION
TAPES & ADHESIVES
PROTECTIVE WRAPPING
VOIDFILLS
STRAPPING & EQUIPMENT
TIMBER PALLET SYSTEMS
BAGS & SACKS
TAGGING & LABELING
POLYTHENE TUBING & SHEETING
STRETCH & SHRINK FILMS
ROPES, TWINES & TIES
HEAT SEALING EQUIPMENT
PACKING ROOM EQUIPMENT
JANITORIAL SUPPLIES
CATERING
STATIONARY
CUSTOMISED ‘TO ORDER’ PACKAGING

Don’t just take our word for it

“

“

We have found A&A to be very
responsive to our requirements,
and very easy and straightforward
to work with.

A&A is one of my favourite suppliers.
You’ve got good quality products, acceptable
prices and outstanding service.
Industrial Metal Finishers

”

”

Marine Supplies Manufacturer

“

I always use A&A Packaging for all my
packing requirements as they offer
a good service with prompt delivery and
value for money, plus they are always willing
to offer assistance, regarding any differing
packaging requests.
Precision Engineers

”

“

I find A&A Packaging very helpful,
the staff are always polite and nothing seems
to be too much trouble. They always find
whatever I am looking for and get it
delivered in a timely manner.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers

”

“

The service we receive from
A&A Packaging is great, you have always
been very accommodating.
Bathroom Suppliers

“

”

We have had a long association with A&A
Packaging and the reason we have never
changed supplier is because of the excellent
service you have always maintained with us over
the years. We look forward to continuing
our association with A&A Packaging
in the future.

”

Sheet Metal Manufacturer

Packaging Consultancy
Here at A&A we like to think ahead. All our customers
need ongoing support so we have set up a provision
to sustain our customers needs. Everyone needs
someone they can trust and rely on in a business...
We give that to you in our dedicated field based sales
team, our traveling miracles.

Why not book an appointment...? The team can visit
you to discuss any custom or bespoke requirements
you have, progress quotes or sales queries, discuss
any changing or ongoing needs you need to be
fulfilled, and of course... to deliver your free tube of
biscuits!

Speak to a member of staff to book an appointment now...
023 9259 7792 or email us: sales@aandapackaging.co.uk

Our Customer Service Commitment…
Why the Penguin?
Emperor Penguin (Aptenodytes forsteri)
At over 1mtr tall and weighing up to 40kgs the emperor penguin is the
largest of all the penguins. ‘Essential Protection’ has never been truer
of these birds… During the 9 week protection of their eggs the male
penguins huddle in groups of upto 5000 to survive the harsh Antarctic
winter.
When the incubation is over the male can head for the sea to feed for
the first time in around four months, in this time it would have lost
around half its bodyweight. It must now undertake an arduous journey
of up to 100 kilometers across the ice in the search for food for his chick.
A&A pride themselves in looking after their customers in the relative
thoroughness shown in these wonderful birds. Going the extra mile to
satisfy and fulfil all our customers’ requirements. This is topped with a
quality commitment on all product lines to ensure the best protection
for your goods.
This is how our strapline ‘essential protection’ was born.

Facts: A&A Packaging...
... has designed printed tapes for over 101 companies since 2010
... sells on average 200,000mtrs of bubble wrap every month
... has an average customer retention of 15 years! Some have been with us for 30 years!
... supplies over 2000 bespoke order products every year
... staff don’t work for peanuts, last year we consumed approx. 4000 Murry Mints.

We don’t do prices for everyone – we do prices for you!
Orders can be placed Monday-Friday 7.00am - 4.30pm
Order By Phone or Email…  02392 597792  sales@aandapackaging.co.uk
Or visit our website and view our products: www.aandapackaging.co.uk
You can add products to your ‘wishlist’, then send to us for pricing!

 16b Westfield Ind Est, Horndean, Hampshire. PO8 9JX

